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ABSTRACT High frequency Eddy Current Testing (ECT) is one of the key non-destructive testing

techniques for ensuring integrity of a structure of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) material.

An efficient numerical simulator is indispensable to enhance the performance of quantitative ECT for CFRP

structures from both point of view of probe optimization and defect sizing. In this paper, a fast forward

simulation scheme based on the A-φ formulation and databases approach is proposed, implemented and

experimentally validated for the rapid and high precision simulation of ECT signals due to defects in a

CFRP plate by updating an FEM-BEM hybrid code for ECT problem. Comparison of numerical results of

the present method with those of the conventional full FEM-BEM code and the experimental results for

artificial cracks in CFRP laminate plates indicates that the proposed novel fast forward scheme can predict

ECT signals over 300 times faster but without worsening numerical accuracy, which enables it to be applied

to efficient reconstruction of cracks in CFRP plates and for probe optimization.

INDEX TERMS CFRP, ECT, experimental validation, fast forward numerical scheme, finite element

method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)

has growing applications in wide engineering fields, e.g.,

aerospace, transportation, renewable energy etc., due to its

light weight and high specific mechanical properties com-

pared with traditional metallic structural materials. However,

carbon fiber composite materials have relatively low prop-

erties in the direction transverse to their reinforcing fibers,

and notably low resistance to impact loads. Impact events are

inevitable during the lifetime of a CFRP composite structure

during fabrication, service and maintenance due to collisions

of small object such as stones or tools. Such events may

cause defects of fiber breakage and/or delamination between

layers, and severely degrade the loadbearing capacity of the
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CFRP structure [1]. A non-destructive testing and evaluation

(NDT&E) tool is necessary to detect and evaluate the defects

in CFRP laminates during both manufacture and operation

processes to ensure the structural integrity.

To date, the most commonly used NDT methods for

inspection of CRFP material are ultrasonic testing [2], [3],

infrared thermography [4], [5], X-ray [6]–[8] and acous-

tic emission [9], [10] etc., but all of them have their lim-

itations for NDT of CFRP structure in view of both high

accuracy and efficiency. Recently the high frequency eddy

current testing (ECT) method is developed for application

to inspection and quantitative evaluation of defects in CFRP

materials [11]–[20]. In the development of quantitative ECT

technique for structure of CFRP materials, a high efficiency

numerical code to simulate the ECT signals due to defects

in an anisotropic material is of great importance for probe

optimization, defect reconstruction and etc. Authors have
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developed a finite element and edge element hybrid numer-

ical code based on the reduced vector potential (Ar) for-

mulation for simulation of the ECT of CFRP material [16].

It can give good numerical results but needs large computer

resources especially for a CFRP structure of complicated

structure and large analysis region. On the other hand, though

a fast solver for ECT of isotropicmetallic material has already

been developed by authors [21]–[29]. The traditional fast

solver cannot treat the ECT of anisotropic material such as

the CFRP plate, as the conductivity needs to be a constant

[30], [31]. In view of these backgrounds, the aim of this

paper is to develop a fast forward numerical scheme and

solver based on the conventional FEM-BEM hybrid code

and the databases type fast forward simulation approach to

solve the ECT problem for the anisotropic CFRP material,

and to demonstrate its feasibility and efficiency through

comparison with both the experimentally measured signals

and the numerical results simulated with the conventional

full FEM-BEM code. This paper is arranged as follows:

First, the anisotropic numerical model and a derivation of

the governing formulation for the fast forward scheme based

on the FEM-BEM hybrid scheme are presented by taking

CFRP plate as example. Second, the fast forward scheme is

implemented in our FEM-BEM hybrid code for ECT of the

CFRP material and the pick-up signals due to a crack in the

inspection target are calculated for comparison with those

obtained with the conventional full FEM-BEM code. At last,

an experimental system and ECT signals of artificial cracks

in a CFRP plate are established and measured to further

experimentally prove the validity of the fast forward solver

for ECT of anisotropic material. The concluding remarks are

given at last part.

FIGURE 1. Structure of the considered CFRP plate.

II. FAST FORWARD SCHEME FOR ECT OF CRFP MATERIAL

A. NUMERICAL MODEL FOR ECT OF CFRP PLATE

The typical structure of the CFRPmaterial to be considered is

illustrated in Fig.1. The CFRP plate is made by stacking sev-

eral unidirectional plies of different fibers orientation. Each

unidirectional ply is constituted of carbon fibers embedded

in an electrical nonconductive matrix. The conductivity in

the direction transverse to the fiber orientation is not full nil

because there are contacts between carbon fibers which are

not perfectly aligned and covered by matrix material.

When the plies of CFRP are assembled, there are also some

contacts between the fibers of the adjacent plies, i.e., it is also

partly conductive between plies but the conductivity is also

relative small. Though the CFRPmaterial is not uniform from

micro-point of view, it can be treated as a homogenous mate-

rial in ECT simulation as the fiber diameter is much smaller

than the size of the ECT probe. However, the conductivity of

the CFRP material has to be expressed in form of a tensor

as shown in (1) as it depends on the direction the carbon

fibers. The conductivity tensor of each ply depends on the

type, the volume fraction and the orientation of the fibers in

the plies. In (1), σL and σT are the longitudinal and transversal

conductivity in the plies, θ is the orientation angle of the fibers

in the ply, and σCP is the cross ply conductivity.

¯̄σ =




σL cos
2 θ + σT sin2 θ

σL − σT

2
sin 2θ 0

σL − σT

2
sin 2θ σL sin

2 θ + σT cos2 θ 0

0 0 σcp




(1)

The longitudinal conductivity σL is related with the con-

ductivity of the carbon fiber σf , the conductivity of the matrix

σm and the fiber volume fraction Vf [32] in form of.

σL = σf Vf + σm(1 − Vf ) (2)

However, the transverse conductivity σT and the through-

thickness conductivity σCP depend on the average waviness

of the fibers. As the fibers in plies are not fully straight and

parallel each other but twisted a little, the fibers may contact

each other. If the volume fraction of fibers increases, more

fiber contacts occur. It has already been reported that the

resistance of fibers and fiber-contact-network cause nonzero

electrical conductivity of a CFRP composite [32], [33].

Therefore, the transverse conductivity and the through-

thickness conductivity are usually varied due to different

manufacturing and processing method and processes.

FIGURE 2. Numerical model for fast simulation of ECT signals.

Figure 2 gives a numerical model of ECT inspection for

the CFRP laminates plate, which is similar to the model

utilized for ECT of metallic material given in paper [21].

A self-induction pancake coil and a surface breaking crack

with complex shape are shown as example of ECT probe and

defect. In Fig.2, � denotes the whole unflawed inspection

object, �c is the crack region and �0 is a selected regular

shaped region containing the crack. The governing equa-

tion of the anisotropic ECT problem based on the A − φ
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formulation is as those shown in the following low fre-

quency Maxwell equations with the displacement current

term neglected.

1

µ0
∇2A− ¯̄σ (r)(A+ ∇φ) = 0 (3)

∇ · ¯̄σ (r)(A+ ∇φ) = 0 (4)

in CFRP material. In air region around the CFRP material,

the governing equation is

1

µ0
∇2A = −J0 (5)

where A and φ are respectively the magnetic vector potential

and electric scalar potential for the CFRP object with flaw

present, J0 is the current density in the region of ECT exci-

tation coil, σ 0 is the conductivity tensor of the unflawed host

CFRP conductor, σ (r) is the conductivity tensor at point r in

the CFRP with flaw, which is 0.0 in the crack region and

σ 0 in the base material zone, µ0 is the permeability of the

host conductor and the air, i.e., the CFRP is considered as a

nonmagnetic material.

To solve the above governing equations with the

FEM-BEM hybrid code [29], the full inspection target and

the crack region are meshed into FEM elements, while the

influence of the coils is considered with the BEM, which

enables easy simulation of ECT coils at different scanning

location. However, to apply the full FEM-BEMcode for crack

reconstruction from ECT signals, huge simulation burden is

necessary as a lot of 3-D FEM-BEM problems have to be

solved during the inversion procedure and a new mesh has

to be subdivided for each iteration as the crack profile is

different.

To enhance the simulation efficiency for inversion of crack

in an isotropic metallic material, authors have developed a

database type fast forward solver [21]–[29] for efficient sim-

ulation ECT signal. The key of the method is to localize the

simulation area to the crack region by using the databases of

unflawed potential information pre-calculated and stored for

a given defect suspicious region �0. By using the fast numer-

ical scheme, the ECT signals due to any crack making up by

the cells subdividing the region�0 (see Fig.2 as example) can

be efficiently calculated as the region of crack is usually very

small compared with the total inspection target. The details

of the database type fast numerical scheme can be found in

paper [21]. However, this fast numerical scheme cannot be

directly applied to the ECT problem of the CFRP materials

due to the anisotropic material property. In the following sub-

sections, an upgrade to the fast numerical simulation scheme

is proposed for ECT of the anisotropic CFRP materials with

detailed numerical formulation and practical implementation.

B. THEORY OF THE FAST FORWARD SCHEME

FOR ECT OF ANISOTROPIC MATERIAL

Referring to (3) to (5), the governing equations for ECT of

an unflawed CFRP material become (6) and (7) in material

region and (8) in air region, i.e.,

1

µ0
∇2Au − ¯̄σ0(A

u + ∇φu) = 0 (6)

∇ · ¯̄σ0(A
u + ∇φu) = 0 (7)

1

µ0
∇2Au = −J0 (8)

where Au and φu are respectively the magnetic vector poten-

tial and electric scalar potential of the unflawed CFRP object.

Subtracting (6) - (8) from (3) - (5), one can find

1

µ0
∇2Af − ¯̄σ0(A

f + ∇φf ) = −
[
¯̄σ0 − ¯̄σ (r)

]
(A+ ∇φ) (9)

∇ · ¯̄σ0(A
f + ∇φf ) = ∇ ·

[
¯̄σ0 − ¯̄σ (r)

]
(A+ ∇φ)

(in conductor) (10)
1

µ0
∇2Af = 0 (in air) (11)

where, Af and φf are the perturbations of magnetic vector

potential and electric scalar potential due to the presence of

a crack, i.e., Af = A− Au, φf = φ−φu. Comparing (9)-(11)

with (6)-(8), one can find that the only difference is the terms

with the coefficient σ 0 − σ (r). This means that the left hand

of the two sets of system equations will be the same after

being discretized with the FEM-BEM hybrid method, i.e., the

presence of a crack only affects the term related to σ 0 −σ (r).

Meshing region � − �c with normal finite element and

the �c region with the cells subdividing �c region as given

in Fig. 2, Eq. (9), (10) and (11) can be discretized to the

system of linear equations of the FEM-BEM hybrid method

as follows if the crack region �c is exactly made up by the

cells subdivided previously,

[P + K + jωQ+ jωR]

{
Af

8f

}
=

[
jωQ′ + jωR′

] {
A

8

}
(12)

where, [P] is the coefficient matrix derived from the first term

in the left hand of (9), [Q] the coefficient matrix correspond-

ing to the second term of (9), [R] the coefficient matrix of

(10) discretized with FEM and [K] is the coefficient matrix of

(10) discretized with BEM [21]. Only matrices [Q] and [R]

are related to the anisotropic conductivity tensor, and [Q′] and

[R′] have similar form with matrices [Q] and [R]. The details

of the element coefficient matrix [Q+R] and [Q′ +R′] are in

form of (13).

[Q+ R] =




N2a Na 0 N3a

Nb N2b 0 N3b

0 0 N2c N3c

NT
3a NT

3b NT
3c Nd




[
Q′ + R′

]
=




N ′
2a N ′

a 0 N ′
3a

N ′
b N ′

2b 0 N ′
3b

0 0 N ′
2c N ′

3c

NT
3a′ NT

3b′ NT
3c′

N ′
d


 (13)

where the submatrices have the following expressions,

[N2a] =

(
σ0L cos

2 θ + σ0T sin2 θ

) ∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (14)
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[N2b] =

(
σ0L sin

2 θ + σ0T cos2 θ

) ∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (15)

[N2c] = σ0cp

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (16)

[Na] = 0.5(σ0L − σ0T ) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (17)

[Nb] = 0.5(σ0L − σ0T ) cos 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (18)

[N3a] = (σ0L cos
2 θ + σ0T sin2 θ )

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂x

]
dv

+ 0.5(σ0L − σ0T ) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂y

]
dv (19)

[N3b] = 0.5(σ0L − σ0T ) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂x

]
dv

+ (σ0L sin
2 θ + σ0T cos2 θ )

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂y

]
dv

(20)

[N3c] = σ0cp

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂z

]
dv (21)

[N ′
2a] = ((σ0L − σL(r)) cos

2 θ

+ (σ0T − σT (r)) sin
2 θ )

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (22)

[N ′
2b] = ((σ0L − σL(r)) sin

2 θ

+ (σ0T − σT (r)) cos
2 θ )

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (23)

[N ′
2c] = (σ0cp − σcp(r))

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (24)

[N ′
a] = 0.5 (σ0L − σL(r) − σ0T

+ σT (r)) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (25)

[N ′
b] = 0.5 (σ0L − σL(r) − σ0T

+ σT (r)) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T [N ]dv (26)

[N3a] = ((σ0L − σL(r)) cos
2 θ + (σ0T − σT (r)) sin

2 θ )

×

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂x

]
dv+ 0.5(σ0L − σL(r) − σ0T

+ σT (r)) sin 2θ

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂y

]
dv (27)

[N3b] = 0.5(σ0L − σL(r) − σ0T + σT (r)) sin 2θ

×

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂x

]
dv+ ((σ0L − σL(r)) sin

2 θ

+ (σ0T − σT (r)) cos
2 θ )

∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂x

]
dv (28)

[N3c] =
(
σ0cp − σcp(r)

) ∫

�e

[N ]T
[
∂N

∂z

]
dv (29)

[
N
ij
d

]
=

[∫

�e

∇N i · ( ¯̄σ0 − ¯̄σ (r))∇N jdv

]
(30)

[N
′ij
d ] =

[∫

�e

∇N i · ¯̄σ0∇N
jdv

]
(31)

where �e is the volume of the finite element under consider-

ation. [N ] is a line matrix of shape functions at the coordinate

vector r which interpolates the unknown field values by

A(r) = [N (r)] {A}

φ(r) = [N (r)] {φ} (32)

As the conductivity are included in all the formulae for

element coefficient matrices, i.e., Eq.(14)-(31), the element

coefficient matrices in right hand of Eq.(33) become zero for

the unflawed elements as σ 0 − σ (r) = 0 for these elements.

Thus, (12) can be expressed as the following submatrix form

[
K 11 K 12

K 21 K 22

] {
q
f
1

q
f
2

}
=

[
∼

K 11 0

0 0

] {
q
f
1 + qu1
q
f
2 + qu2

}
(33)

where ¯[K ] = [P] + [K ] + jω[Q + R], [K̃ ] = jω
[
Q′ + R′

]
,{

qf
}

=
{
Af , φf

}
and {qu} =

{
Au, φu

}
. In (33), the potential

vector {q} is divided into two parts: {q1} are the potentials at

nodes of crack elements, {q2} are the potentials at other nodes,

and the superscript f and u denote the field perturbation

due to flaw and the unflawed field. Multiplying (33) with

[H] =
[
K̄

]−1
, we get

{
q
f
1

q
f
2

}
=

[
H11 H12

H21 H22

] [
K̃11 0

0 0

] {
q
f
1 + qu1

q
f
2 + qu2

}
(34)

Denoting [G] = [H11][K̃11] and the unit matrix as [I],

the relation between the field perturbation {qf1} and the

unflawed field {qu1} can be finally derived as

[I − G]
{
q
f
1

}
= [G]

{
qu1

}
(35)

The solution of the perturbed field {q
f
1} using system of lin-

ear equation (35) is much faster than to solve the conventional

full FEM–BEM equations, because the unknowns of (35) are

limited to the elements related to crack region �c. The coef-

ficient matrices [H11] and
{
qu1

}
containing the information of

the CFRP material and the exciting coils can be calculated

a priori as they are independent of the crack for a given

inspection CFRP target plate. Thus, once these unflawed

fields have been re-calculated and stored as databases, one

does not need to compute them again for calculating per-

turbed ECT signals due to a crack of different profile.

Consequently, the computational burden can be significantly

reduced for the forward analysis but without worsen the

numerical precision.

C. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DATABASES OF

UNFLAWED POTENTIAL INFORMATION

For the scheme described in the previous subsection, to estab-

lish the databases for [H11] and
{
qu1

}
are very important.

Therefore, the crack suspicious region �0 and its mesh grid

have to be properly chosen in order to establish the unflawed

potential databases. Usually, the region �0 can be selected

based on the information of the measured ECT signals in

case to reconstruct the profile of a crack in a CFRP plate.
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In practice, the possible position and the size of a crack can

be roughly determined based on the position of the signal

peak and the area of relative large ECT signal. The width of

the crack, on the other hand, can be set as a small constant

value (e.g., 0.2 mm) as it does not influence the ECT signals

significantly for a fatigue crack and also can be covered

through a calibration on the measured signals. Consequently,

we can choose a thin regular shaped planar zone including

the possible crack region as the crack suspicious region �0.

By subdividing the planar region �0 into a regular mesh of

small elements, the unflawed field
{
qu1

}
at the nodes of these

cells, and the sub-inverse matrix [H11] can be obtained by

using the full FEM–BEM code. In practice, the submatrix

[H11] of the inversematrix of [K ] can be calculated by solving

the following system of equations

[K ] {q} =
{
δij

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (36)

where, n is the total number of nodes related to the region

�0 and δij is a unit vector of 4n elements whose only nonzero

element (=1.0) corresponds to the i-th node and j-th potential

component. Equation (36) is equivalent to putting a har-

monic unit potential of j-th component at the i-th node of the

unflawed conductor. The solution vector of (36) is a column

of the inverse matrix [H ] with a column number determined

by the node number and the potential component. Once the

potentials induced by a unit potential acting at every node

in �0 are pre-calculated and stored in a database a priori

(Fig. 3), the inverse matrix [H11] of an arbitrary crack in

�0 can be extracted from the information stored in database

directly by selecting proper data columns.

FIGURE 3. The region where a priori knowledge of unflawed potential
has to be pre-calculated and stored.

When considering an ECT problem of large multi-layered

CFRP plate, the establishment of databases can be simpli-

fied in case that the anisotropic conductivity is uniform in

each layer. The eddy currents fields are of the same value

and distribution for the same excitation source at different

position at a given layer if the target plate is infinite large

though the distribution is shifted according to the position of

excitation coil. In practice, if the CFRP plate is large enough

compared with the probe, such a shifting property is also

valid approximately even for the anisotropic and equivalently

homogenous CFRP plate. Therefore, we only need to cal-

culate the unflawed potential fields when the unit sources

are located at the nodes of the center of the different plate

layers. The unflawed potential field due to a source at other

position other than the center point can be obtained by simply

shifting the results due to the same source but at the center of

same plate layer. In other words, the field E(x, y, z;xs, ys, zs)

excited at the position (xs, ys, zs) connects with the field

E(x, y, z; 0, 0, zs) excited at the center point (0, 0, zs) of the

same layer according the shifting correlation

E(x, y, z; xs, ys, zs) = E(x − xs, y− ys, z; 0., 0., zs) (37)

Using (37), only the fields due to a source located at the

center of the fiber layers of the CFRP plate need to be pre-

calculated and stored in the databases. The others required

in [H11] can be obtained from the unflawed potentials of the

central source by simply shifting the x and y coordinate based

on (37). In practice, the unflawed potentials at a wider range

than �0 have to be calculated and stored in the databases in

order to use the shifting strategy.

As for the database of
{
qu1

}
, similar approach can be

adopted. In practice, only the unflawed potential field due to

coil at the center of the plate of given liftoff, orientation and

testing conditions has to be pre-calculated by using the full

FEM-BEM code. The
{
qu1

}
due to the coil at other scanning

points can be obtained from the field excited by the coil at the

center by just shifting their coordinates. In this way, signifi-

cant computer resources needed for the forward simulations

using the full FEM-BEM can be reduced in order to establish

the unflawed databases.

D. IMPEDANCE SIGNAL CALCULATION

As the fast forward solver only can give eddy current field

perturbation in the flaw region, the conventional way using

the Faraday and the Biot-Savart’s Law is not suitable for the

pick-up impedance signal calculation. Fortunately, same as

the case of the isotropic metallic material, the impedance

change of a self-induction pancake coil can be calculated as

follows based the reciprocal theorem

1Z =
1

I2

∫

flaw

Eue · ( ¯̄σ0 − ¯̄σ (r))(Efe + Eue)dv (38)

where 1Z is the impedance change in the self-induction coil

due to the presence of a crack, Eue and E
f
e are respectively the

unflawed field and its perturbation induced by the excitation

coil, and ( ¯̄σ0 − ¯̄σ (r))(E
f
e + Eue) is the eddy current in the

flaw region. Equation (38) can be efficiently integrated by

using the element coefficient matrices which have already

been formed during the FEM-BEM discretization in the new

fast forward scheme.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Based on the formulae and numerical scheme given in the

section II, a fast forward solver for simulation of ECT of the

CFRP problem is developed. To demonstrate its validity and

the efficiency, ECT signals of a pancake coil over an artificial
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TABLE 1. Parameters of CFRP plate and crack models.

slit in a CFRP plate were simulated by using both the new

fast forward solver and the full FEM-BEM code developed

for anisotropic material [16] and compared for validation.

A. NUMERICAL MODEL AND ESTABLISHMENT

OF DATABASES

4 kinds of CFRP laminate plates of different fiber orientations

are simulated by using the new fast solver and the conven-

tional full FEM-BEM code. Table 1 gives the parameters of

the inspection target CFRP plate of different fiber orientation

and the cracks to be detected. The stacking sequence repre-

sents the angle between the fiber and the x axis. Every four

layers the stacking sequence is repeated, i.e., the subscript 2

denotes two stacking sequence. The plates are 40 mm in

length (x direction), 40 mm in width (y direction) and 1 mm

in thickness (z direction) respectively, and are subdivided

into 17 elements in x direction, 28 elements in y direction,

8 elements in z direction for the full FEM-BEM simulation

and the fast FEM-BEM method. As the numbers of CFRP

layers and the element layer are the same, all the finite

elements have uniform anisotropic conductivity though they

are different for different layers.

FIGURE 4. The mesh divisions of the numerical models.

The surface crack to be inspected is set at the center of

the CFRP plate along y direction and its size are selected as

4.0 mm (4 elements) in length, 0.2 mm (1 element, in x direc-

tion) in width and 0.75 mm (6 elements, z direction) in

depth. Fig.4 shows the mesh division of the plate model,

where finer meshes are used for the crack region. The electric

conductivity in the longitudinal, transversal and cross-ply

directions are set as 10000 S/m, 100 S/m and 100 S/m

respectively [34]. The ECT probe is selected as a pancake

coil and the scanning direction is along the length direction

of the crack (y direction). The liftoff is chosen as 1.0 mm and

the excitation frequency is chosen as 1 MHz.

According to what stated in the section II.C, a 0.2 mm

thickness planar region of dimensions 8 mm × 1 mm in the

y-z plane was chosen as the crack suspicious region �0 and

was subdivided into 8 × 8 cubic elements. Both vector and

scalar potentials at a region twice as long as the region�0 in y

direction due to unit potentials at plate center were calculated

and stored in the database for the inverse matrix [H11], while

the unflawed potential values due to the excitation coil at a

region with 24 mm (−12, 12mm) length were calculated and

stored for the database of unflawed field
{
qu1

}
to cope with

the 16 mm scanning range based on the shifting algorithm.

B. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the real and imaginary ECT signals at 17 scan-

ning points (from -8 mm to 8 mm with an interval of 1 mm

and along crack length direction) simulated with the full

FEM-BEM code and the new database type fast solver for the

anisotropic material and testing conditions shown in Table. 2.

TABLE 2. Parameters of ECT coil and test conditions.

TABLE 3. Comparison between fast solver and full FEM-BEM method for
four.

The detailed simulation time and errors are given

in Table 3 with the ‘‘Error’’ defined by

Error = Max

∣∣∣∣
Zfast (n) − Zfull−FEM−BEM (n)

Zfull−FEM−BEM (n)

∣∣∣∣ × 100% (39)

where n represents the n-th scanning point, Zfast (n) denotes

the impedance at the n-th scanning point calculated using the

database type fast ECT solver, and Zfull FEM−BEM (n) denotes

the impedance signal calculated using the full FEM-BEM

method. Both the results of the fast solver and the full

FEM-BEM code are obtained under the same computation

conditions.

Although the two results are in very good agreement as

shown in Fig.5, the full FEM-BEM method took about half
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FIGURE 5. Comparison results of fast solver and full FEM-BEM.
(a) model A: [00

2
, 00

2
, 00

2
, 00

2
], (b) model B: [00

2
, 900

2, 00
2
, 900

2], (c) model C:

[00
2
, 450

2, 00
2
, 450

2], (d) model D: [00
2
, 450

2, 900
2, 1350

2].

hour to obtain the results while the fast solver only need about

5 seconds, i.e., the fast solver is more than 300 times faster

as shown in Table 3. At the same time, the errors between

the developed and full FEM-BEM solvers are around 3%.

They mainly come from the shifting symmetric strategy due

to the boundary effect and the numerical integration for signal

calculation. By enlarging the geometry for database establish-

ment and to use more Gauss integration points, the errors can

be reduced. The closely matched numerical results and the

greatly reduced CPU time confirm the validity and efficiency

of the proposed fast scheme and code for simulating ECT

problem of the anisotropic material.

With regard to the database, it took about half hour to

build for the both the unflawed fields due to the coil and the

unit potential sources. Once the database is well established,

each forward analysis only takes a few seconds. Though the

establishment of databases takes time, it is not a big problem

for application to crack reconstruction as a large number of

forward simulations have to be conducted for the inverse

analysis, but the databases only need to be established once

before the inverse analysis.

IV. VALIDATIONS BASED ON EXPERIMENTS

A. CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF CFRP PLATES

To validate the fast forward simulation code for ECT of the

practical CFRP plate, the electric conductivity of the target

CFRP plate in three directions are measured. Three speci-

mens of dimensions 100 mm in both the length and width,

3 mm in thickness are fabricated with use of a CFRP plate

of 12 unidirectional plies of ply thickness 0.25 mm. The four

electrodes potential drop method was adopted to measure the

conductivity in 3 directions respectively. The configuration

of electrodes arrangements is shown in Fig.6 [35]. As the

characterization of conductivity with regard to frequency is

based on an impedance measurement, consisting in injecting

an alternating current with an AC power source. The roles of

the Volt meter and the Ampere meter in Fig. 6 are to calculate

the impedance, Z = U/I. The setup shown in Fig.6 (a) is used

to measure the longitudinal conductivity by driving current

along the fibers direction, while setup Fig.6 (b) and (c) are

used to measure the transversal conductivity and the through-

thickness conductivity. The edge of the CRFP samples were

carefully polished to expose the fibers and painted with

silver paste to make the electrodes well contact with the

CFRP plate.

The electric properties of the samples in the three direc-

tions are measured by using a LCR tester. The resistivity

along the fiber is 0.901 m�.m, transverse to the fiber is

0.223 m�.m and through the thickness is 27.8 m�.m at

3 MHz. By using the correlation of the conductivity and the

total resistances based on an assumption that the current in

all samples are uniform. The conductivity σL , σT and σCP
of the CFRP plate are obtained as (1110, 4.48, 0.036) S/m

at 3 MHz.
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FIGURE 6. The configuration of electrodes on the specimens.
(a) Longitudinal. (b) Transversal. (c) Through-thickness.

FIGURE 7. Experimental system of ECT inspection for CFRP plate.

B. ECT EXPERIMENTS FOR THE CFRP PLATE

To experimental validation of the new fast forward simulation

scheme, an ECT experimental system is established as shown

in Fig.7. The system mainly consists of a signal generator,

FIGURE 8. Experimental system of ECT inspection for CFRP plate.

FIGURE 9. AC electric bridge for ECT measurement.

a lock-in amplifier, a digital oscilloscope and an automatic 2D

scanning stage. The configurations of the specimen and the

ECT probe are shown in Fig.8. The Vx and Vy output of the

lock-in amplifier are connected to the CH1 and CH2 channel

of the oscilloscope. To enhance the sensitivity, a reference

coil is adopted at a given position far from the crack, and is

connected with the detection coil through an electric bridge

as shown in Fig.9. The reference coil is just the same with the

detection coil in both shape and size. In the electric bridge,

both the resistance R1 and R2 are chosen as 100 �, which is

about the same value with the coil impedance. The detection

coil is scanned over the CFRP test-piece plate along the

artificial slit by the automatic 2D scanner. Two test-pieces

are fabricated with a CFRP plate of 12 unidirectional plies

of 0.25 mm thickness each, and a rectangular slit was fabri-

cated in the center of the test-piece to simulate fiber brakeage.

The detailed parameters of the test-piece are listed in Table 4.

The test samples are subdivided into 9 elements in x direction,

20 elements in y direction, 12 elements in z direction for the

full FEM-BEM simulation and the fast solver. Meanwhile the

crack C1 and C2 were divided into 1 × 6 × 10 and 1 × 6 × 8

elements in width, length and depth respectively. According

to what stated in the section II.C, a 1.6mm (2.0mm) thickness

planar region of dimensions 40mm × 3mm in the y-z plane

was chosen as the crack suspicious region �0 and was sub-

divided into 16 × 12 cubic elements. A hand-make pancake

coil probewith the dimension and the testing conditions given

in Table 5 are adopted to detect the slit in the CFRP laminate
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TABLE 4. Parameters of CFRP plate sample and cracks.

TABLE 5. Parameters of ECT coil and test conditions.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of experimental results and simulated results.
(a) Crack C1. (b) Crack C2.

test-piece. The probe is scanned 60mm along the crack length

with a pitch of 2.5 mm.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON

WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The measured ECT signals due to the crack C1 and C2 in

the CFRP plate with comparison with the numerical results

are given in Figure 10. The difference signals between the

detection and the reference coils are illustrated. At the same

time, 25 signals at the position around the each scanning

point are averaged to reduce noise. as it is not possible to

control the exact amplitude of the driving current in this

experimental system, calibrations are conducted on the mea-

sured signals to make them comparable with the numerical

results. First the calibration coefficients are obtained through

making the experimental results and simulation results of

crack C1 the same (as shown in Fig. 10(a)). Then these cali-

bration coefficients are used to transform the other measured

signals.

Figure 10 shows the calibrated experimental signals and

the simulated signals using the developed fast solver and the

full FEM-BEM code for 2 slit cracks in the CFRP lami-

nate plate, where the ‘‘Experiment’’, ‘‘Full FEM-BEM’’ and

‘‘Fast FEM-BEM’’ denote the calibrated experimental sig-

nals, the signals calculated with the full FEM-BEM code and

the results obtained by using the new fast forward simulator,

respectively. The real and imaginary ECT signals at the dif-

ferent scanning points are given in the both figures. All the

signals show good agreement with each other, and the two

simulation results are almost fully identical, which reveals

that the new fast forward simulation code can give satisfac-

tory simulation accuracy for ECT of laminated CFRP mate-

rial. The good agreement between the experimental results

and the simulation demonstrated the validity of the proposed

ECT fast forward solver for the CFRP anisotropic material.

At the same time, the new fast solver required only less than

10 seconds for the results given in Fig.10, which is much less

than the 50 minutes of the full FEM-BEM code.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel fast forward solver for ECT signal

simulation of CFRP anisotropic material is developed and

validated. First, a numerical simulation model of CFRP lam-

inate plate is proposed. Second, a new rapid forward sim-

ulation scheme based on a database strategy is established

for the efficient simulation ECT of CFRP material, and is

implemented on the basis of an FEM-BEM code. Finally,

an ECT measurement system is built for experimental vali-

dation of the new fast forward solver. Comparisons with the

numerical results simulated by using the full FEM-BEM code

and the experimental results demonstrated that the proposed

new fast forward scheme can predict ECT signals for CFRP

material with high precision and over 300 times faster than

the conventional FEM-BEM method.
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